
Your search for a private hill country property with all the comforts of town has 
probably just ended here!  This  35 acres is situated only 2 miles east from the desirable, up 

and coming tourist town of Leakey.  You will access the property by way of a county maintained 

road and you will be one property away from the end of the road and in a picturesque box canyon. 

Your closest neighbors will be 30 plus acres for added privacy and there is not an HOA, (Yay!). The 

property is perimeter fenced with gentle, walk around terrain as well as dramatic tree covered 

hillside, extending up and over the top of a hill and affording enormous views in all directions. 

Have I mentioned the amazing sunsets?  You will enter through an attractive gate and drive to the 

cabins by way of black gravel driveways. Careful attention has been given to the land to further 

enhance the privacy and views from each cabin. Attractive landscaping has been done to provide a 

fenced garden area, meditation areas, rock lined walkways, and two large patio areas, one having a 

firepit, for those cozy evenings with friends and family. There are two cabins, the main having lots 

of large windows, modern open kitchen, one bedroom and one bathroom. A two-sided wrap a-round 

porch encourages you to “sit a spell” and looks out over the rocked patio area with firepit.  The sec-

ond cabin is smaller but packs a big punch for views from its covered front porch.  There is a wood 

shed, (better not get in trouble), 2 full sized RR containers for storage or they could be converted 

into more living area or animal barns with an electric pole very close by.  There is another large 

storage shed, (can’t have enough storage area), and a very large rock lined burn pit.  A grandfa-

thered well and city water is in place and there aren’t any restrictions on the land so you can enjoy it 

as you see fit.  To round out the package, you will have deeded access to the Frio River about a mile 

away.  This writer, actually saw the hill country for the first time in late 1979 from this particular 

box canyon and I have been in Leakey ever since!  You can own and make this spectacular place 

your home as well!  $670,000 REDUCED.
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Property Features

• 644 Camino Segundo 
Frio River Ranch

Real County, Leakey Texas

• 35 Acres

• Private and no HOA

• Gated

• 2 Cabins with plenty 
of room to add more

• City Water

• Exceptional View
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$670,000.










